
 

         Class ：_______________________ 

 

 Name ：_____________________________ 

 

  School ：____________________________ 

 

         Date of visit ：___________ 

  



Hong Kong, once a sparsely populated area, has developed 

into an international finance and trading centre. Can you fill 

in the blanks with the milestone in chronological order?   

Asia's World City  /  Victoria City  /  fishing village  /    

manufacturing centre  /  trading hub and entrepot  

Today's “Pearl of the Orient” began as little more than a 

______________________________ on the South China coast. 

Since  1842,  the  area  that  is  now  Central  and  Admiralty 

formed the administrative, judicial and economic centre of 

the colony, known as “_____________________________”. After 

1949, Chinese migrants from the Mainland flooded into Hong 

Kong bringing with their capital and skills. The result was a 

boom  and  helped  transform  Hong  Kong  into  a 

_____________________________________.  Afterwards,  Hong 

Kong  became  a  free  port  and  thrived  as  a 

___________________________________________  in  the  region. 

Hong Kong gives full play to develop its own strengths with 

the  changing  times  and  now  becomes  an 

__________________________________.  
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    1910____       1979____   1997____ 

        1939____   1960____                         2007____ 

Land Formation 

Town Planning in Hong Kong has more than 70 years history. Do you 

know what key events are included？ Try to re-arrange the events in  

sequence and complete the timeline. 
 
A. Opening of the Mass Transport Railway (MTR) in phases 
B. Opening of the East Rail Line (Kowloon-Canton Railway) 
C.  Enactment of the Town Planning Ordinance 
D. Release of the Final Report of the Hong Kong 2030 Study 
E. Connection of Dongjiang Pipeline to secure water supplies  
 in Hong Kong 
F. Opening of the new airport road network including Lantau Link, 
 Tsing Ma Bridge, Ma Wan Viaduct and Kap Shui Mun Bridge  

With the rapid economic development and increasing population, Hong 
Kong needs to develop sufficient land to meet the demand. The land 
supply options include land rezoning, redevelopment, land resumption,  
re-use  of  ex-quarry  sites,  rock  cavern  development  as  well  as  
reclamation, which particularly has played an important role in the  
development of Hong Kong.  
 
The coloured areas on the map are reclaimed land in different period of 
time. Do you live in the reclamation area?  

I live in _______________________，which is / is not in the reclamation area. 

I  also  find  an  interesting  name  of  a  street,  which  is  called 

______________________, located in _____________________. 
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Milestone of Town Planning  
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Leisure and Recreation 

Hong Kong is rich in bio-diversity natural resources and you can enjoy 
the views of beautiful landscapes in the country side. What can you 
find in Unique Hong Kong on the 2/F ? Please circle them. 

Hong Kong has a rich diversity of leisure and recreational resources. 
Do you know names of the iconic leisure and recreation venues in the 
pictures below? 



The definition of sustainability is development that meets the needs 

of the ________________________ without compromising the ability of 

__________________________________________ to meet their own needs. 

We can be more sustainable on different aspects of living, no matter 

we are in school, at office or at home.  
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Are you willing to show your support to improve the  

sustainability of the territory？(Please "" the box to pledge) 

 Set my air conditioning at 25.5˚C 

 Turn off electrical appliances when they are not in use 

 Reduce unnecessary consumption and reuse things where possible 

 Give away or donate my unwanted possessions 

 Shower instead of bath, use less water 

 Bring my own bag when shopping 

 Separate and recycle my solid waste 

  Support  my  local  country  park,  marine  park  and  geopark  

  conservation initiatives  
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New Town Development 
There are many factors to balance and opinions to respect when  
developing our living environment. Improving our living environment 
could be achieved through good urban design, urban renewal and the 
development of New Towns / New Development Areas. Since the  
initiation of New Town Development Programme in 1973, Hong Kong 
has developed 9 new towns and which can be classified into three 
generations. Match the districts with the correct generations.  

。Tuen Mun  

。Tsuen Wan  

。Tai Po  

。Sha Tin  

。Fanling / Sheung Shui  

。Yuen Long  

。Tung Chung  

。Tin Shui Wai  

。Tseung Kwan O  

First generation ： early 1970s 

Second generation ： late 1970s 

Third generation ： 1980s-1990s  



Hong Kong's built heritage gives us insights into the territory's 

unique past, which is characterised by a fusion of Eastern and 

Western cultures and a symbol of our cultural identity. There are 

101 declared monuments in Hong Kong as at May 2012. Which one 

do you like most? Where is it? Please write it down here.  
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  Hong Kong   

Population   

Land Area km2 km2 

Population 
Density  /km2  /km2 

Which city do you like most in the Great World Cities exhibition area？ 

Write down your favourite city in the table below and compare the  

parameters with Hong Kong.  
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